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Some more on Xoops-Themes.com

Hello Good Bye!

A quick passage to keep you informed about Xoops Themes activity:

After some disappointments, Xoops-Themes reaches cruising speed, and I quickly begin by
some small thanks which I hope would be sufficient to say a lot:

Read what follows

Alain (everybody knows why)
Philou (promoted as Webmaster with me), Pyranim who get also through a lot of work AND the
members of Xoops Themes!! Of course!

Summary:

Xoops-Theme it’s:
130 Themes xoopsv1,
8 games of themes Xoopsv2 (smarty),
some free soft downloading for graphics or assistants…

Already 12 guides to assist you to realize your themes games,
skin/animate your sites (scripts…).
155 subjects, 1080 sending in forums,
from which 1/3 for Xoopsv1 (I know it’s much less than frxoops !)

In construction:
A gallery to view directly themes and downloaders,
A column “On the Stage” where Pyranim will share your ideas, critics, experiences…
Of course other guides ! (yours are welcome!)
… and a lot of other things !! (surprise!)

All that to say that Xoops-Themes is well growing up and that we are delighted !
(soon 700 members)
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